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In the Plug this week:  

I hope everyone is keeping well and that you are all enjoying your socially-distant runs &
training sessions! Hopefully it won't be too long before we might even get back onto a
track.  

There has been very little news to the inbox in recent weeks, understandably, but we do
now have our first event report post-lockdown!  

I also have news of my own - see below.  

Tom Davies 
(Plug Editor).

Bath Plug - time for a change 
By Thomas Davies  

I have made the difficult decision that in the coming weeks I am going to be stepping down
as editor of the Bath Plug. As club activities are starting back up again, I've had to admit
that my present situation with a young family & work simply doesn't leave enough time to
do justice to the role of Plug editor as well. It is time for someone else to take charge and
lead the Plug forward.  

I took over as editor from Katrine Svane at the end of 2017, and have since produced just
over 100 issues of the newsletter over the past 2.5 years. I transitioned the newsletter
from its pdf format into a new digital newsletter format that works well in emails, both on
computers and phones, and rebuilt the mailing list from scratch to the point now where it is
received by over 300 club members.  

It has been fun being the editor, and a great way to keep up-to-speed with club news and
results. The Plug has a long history going back to the paper copies first started by Ray
Brigden, and it has been a privilege to continue that legacy for a short time. 

Increasingly communication amongst members also takes place via the facebook group
and various WhatsApp chats, but the Plug reaches the widest community of members. It
also allows provides a record of club activities/competitions, allows past members to keep
in touch with recent club news, and uniquely ties together both the T&F and the
Endurance halves of the club. Having spoken to the club trustess, I am reassured that
they share these views and are keen to see the Plug continue under a new editor.  



If you would like to volunteer to take over the role, please get in touch. In normal
circumstances, issues typically took me 2-3 hours to pull together (though at a push can
be done quicker). It involves pulling together content sent to the inbox, including race
reports, news items, photos, and results. I produce each issue using an email newsletter
platform that is very simple without prior experience (lots of it being 'drag & drop') so there
are no particularly specialist skills required. In an ideal world, it perhaps helps if you have
time to actively seek out new content, and remind/chase people to submit things to inbox.
Although admittedly this is something I've always struggled to find the time for on top of
also putting together each issue. The responsibility is always on the club members to send
in content.  

On the whole, I've aimed for the Plug to have weekly issues, but not always kept to that. It
functions just as well fortnightly, if that is more manageable. Increasingly results are widely
accessible online well ahead of even a weekly publication, and so in some ways the Plug
is most relevant by focusing on race reports & club news. But that is of course up to the
next editor!  

If you are interested in volunteering, or would like more detail about what's involved,
please send me an email.

Yate Field Meeting 
By Di Viles 

Yate today held a field only competition and TBAC high jumpers did themselves and the
Club proud. The b competition was won by Dominic Murray in his first competition as an
U/17, with a jump of 1.70, equalling his pb. Joint third were teammates Zach Walpole with
1.55, equalling his pb and Alannah Henhegan for whom 1.55, in her first competition as an
U/15, was a pb and puts her top of the SW rankings. Close behind were Ciara Galpin with
1.45 and Emily Jones with 1.40, both personal bests. Elsewhere, Keelan Tucker competed
in the javelin and threw 48.41 again in the new age group of U/20. Good to be back.
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